APPENDIX 1

Authorship rules ICC


General philosophy

The following rules related to authorship, acknowledgements and sponsors for the ICC Study Group project are based on the 1991 guidelines of the International Committee of Medical Editors (1), modified by a New England Journal of Medicine editorial and correspondence (2), and a Lancet editorial (3), and will be applied to the ICC STUDY GROUP publication plan. 
Parties acknowledge that they should adhere to the CCMO guideline ‘Beoordeling Onderzoekscontracten’ regarding to publication grounds. 

a) Authors:

To qualify for authorship, an investigator should have participated sufficiently in the work to take public responsibility for the content. Authorship credit should be based on substantial contributions to:
·	conception and design;
·	entering a sufficient number of evaluable patients;
·	generating laboratory data from patient materials;
·	analysis and interpretation of data;
·	drafting the article or revising it critically for important intellectual content;
·	final approval of the version to be published. 

Contributions should be in at least three areas. Participation solely in the acquisition of funding or the collection of data does not justify authorship. General supervision of the research group is also not sufficient for authorship. Senior investigators may forgo authorship in favor of a young co-worker who actually did the work. Each author should certify that, among others, he has reviewed the final version, believes it is valid work and that he approves its publication. Co-authorship sequence will be decided on a case-by-case basis.

b) Acknowledgments:

Persons who have made special intellectual or technical contributions to the study, but whose contributions do not justify authorship will be acknowledged and their function or contribution described – for example: ‘scientific adviser’, critical review of study proposal, ‘data collection’, ‘participation in clinical trial’, ‘general support’. Such persons should have approved the final version or must have given their permission to be named. Those acknowledged will be listed only once, along with their institutions. 

c) Financial support and sponsorship:

Financial support and technical help should be acknowledged in paragraphs separate from those acknowledging contributions. Acknowledgements are made at the end of the article. 

With regard to companies that have supplied experimental medication and financial support, the following agreement has been made:
·	At least thirty (30) business days prior to submission for publication of any paper, letter, poster, abstract or any other publication or ten (10) business days prior to submission for presentation of any abstract, talk or any other presentation The ICC STUDY GROUP will provide full details of the proposed publication or presentation. Companies will have seven (7) business days to review and comment on the proposed publication. Lack of response within the mentioned time after written confirmation that the proposed publication was received will be considered as approval. 
·	ICC STUDY GROUP will give reasonable consideration to any request companies may make within the periods mentioned in (a) above to change the publication.
·	ICC STUDY GROUP removes from the publication or presentation any confidential and proprietary information disclosed by companies to ICC STUDY GROUP if so requested. 
·	ICC STUDY GROUP will give appropriate acknowledgement to company employees, if appropriate, in publication. 
·	The companies are specifically asked for commentary on the accuracy of the data as presented. 
·	In case a company asks for delay of publication, the investigator group can contact the Human Ethics Committee for judgment whether publication is of such clinical importance that rapid publication is essential on ethical grounds. If not, the guidelines above apply. 
·	Companies should receive a copy of the final version or final abstract at the time it is send out officially.



General rules

The publications of the ICC STUDY GROUP are under the responsibility of the Project Steering Committee (SC).

·	Any publication generated with or using data from the ICC STUDY GROUP (either the complete ICC STUDY GROUP data or only a subset (including data from more than one centre) of data from the ICC STUDY GROUP) MUST be submitted to the Steering Committee for approval of authors list and scientific content prior to any submission (abstract or publication). 
·	When publishable sets of data are available, the Steering Committee can ask one investigator to write a manuscript and be the first author; an investigator can also propose to the SC that he/she writes a manuscript and be the first author. 
Approvals of the SC are valid for 6 months; if no solid draft manuscript has been produced, the assignment of the first authorship has expired. A new assignment can then be made. 
·	Draft manuscript is sent to all ICC STUDY GROUP partners for critical review. The draft is accompanied by a letter asking the partner to describe his contribution and that of his co-workers in relation to authorship; the partner can also add comments and indicate specific conditions to be considered for making the authorship list. 
·	Any contest or conflict between investigators should be submitted to the Steering Committee. Conflicts between investigators and the Steering Committee should be solved with the help of outside advisers appointed by the EC. 
·	The data generated by each of the parties can be used by that party for writing their own publications (internal documents, abstract and manuscript). Each of the parties is requested to notify the SC of such publication. 

The Steering Committee commits itself to use the following rules and thus to ensure that the ‘reasonable expectations’ (see below) of the ICC STUDY GROUP partners will be satisfied by the publication policy of the group. 


ICC STUDY GROUP authorship rules

·	General: 

2 categories of articles will be generated from the ICC STUDY GROUP study: 

·	General papers: these include clinical and biological data generated by the group on the full series of patients, addressing the major goals of the study. 

·	Local specific papers: these papers will be initiated by any member of the ICC STUDY GROUP and will focus on a specific question on a defined subset of samples from the ICC STUDY GROUP trial. 

Every article author list will finish with ‘the ICC STUDY GROUP’ that will be defined in a footnote as follows: ‘ICC STUDY GROUP’. Steering Committee: members with affiliation; Clinical partners: up to two per center with their affiliation; Coordination Center: maximum of four participants with their affiliation; Industrial Partners: one per group with affiliation’. 

Every article will include an ‘Acknowledgements’ section in which any financial or scientific support will be acknowledged. 

·	Authorship rules for general papers: 

The author list of general papers will contain the following names, in order: 
·	2 to 5 authors who did the work, i.e. collected, generated and/or analyzed the presented results and participated in the writing of the manuscript. 
·	The ‘ICC STUDY GROUP clinical list’, including one to three representatives per clinical center in order of decreasing number of patients included in the center + one representative of the coordination center. 
·	1 to 5 senior authors, i.e. partners who led the work, participated in design and organization, and in the writing of the article. 
·	Followed by ‘for the ICC STUDY GROUP’. 

NB: in the general papers, the members of the Steering Committee will appear, according to the topic and their actual involvement. The last or the first author will be the senior corresponding author of the paper. 

·	Authorship rules for local specific papers: 

These papers are initiated locally by one or several of the ICC STUDY GROUP and focus on specific issues. The publication rules are those of any scientific paper, i.e.:
·	The authors are those who have actually done the work in the involved laboratories and/or the representatives of the clinical centers that specifically recruited patients for this paper. 
·	Their order is defined by the senior author, according to their respective contributions. 
·	The senior corresponding author will be the first or the last author. 
·	No ‘clinical list’ and no authors who are not directly related to the work must appear. 
·	The author list must finish by ‘and the ICC STUDY GROUP’. 
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